Vinyl (PVC) – Polyrail Systems by Digger Specialties provide
many options for your vinyl railing including two colors, white and
tan. From decorative posts and spindles to the simplicity of square
or rectangle rails and pickets, Polyrail Systems is sure to appeal to
the most discriminating homeowner. All posts and rails are reinforced for strength and safety. Hidden screws and the bracketed mounting system make it a beautiful choice
for any application. Posts are reinforced with steel pipe, a flanged aluminum post mount or sleeved over a 4x4 treated wood post. This material is easy to assemble for a Do-It-Yourself project. Rails can be
purchased in increments from 4’ through 16’ therefore keeping the
waste to a minimum. It is maintenance free, and with a transferable
lifetime warranty you will be able to enjoy the beauty without worry. Please review Digger Systems
Railing Brochure for additional information.

Railings

Ornamental Aluminum—Superior Aluminum and Westbury Aluminum Railing by Digger Specialties are our featured manufacturers
for this type of railing. Superior offers various grades of railing that
will meet every need. Your aluminum railing can be complimented
with beautiful decorative picket inserts or scrolls. Westbury Railing
offers premium architectural grade durability, easy assembly for DoIt-Yourselfers, and a lifetime warranty for piece of mind. Posts are
installed either by setting in concrete footers, core drilled holes, or by
having post flanges bolted to the surface of existing concrete or
wood. It is available in nine beautiful finishes that add a distinctive
touch to any home. And, it’s maintenance free! Please review Superior Aluminums Railing and Westbury Aluminum Railing Brochures
for additional information.
Welded Steel—This type of railing is fabricated in our
welding shop to fit your exact specifications. Made of
solid steel, the railing can be finished with a powder coating, primer paint, or primer and finish paint. Posts are 1”
x 1” solid steel with 1/2” x 1/2” solid steel pickets. Posts
can be installed in the same fashion as the ornamental aluminum railing.
Pipe – Fabricated from galvanized or bare steel hollow pipe. Schedule 40 pipe is
recommended. The railing can be made by welding the components or utilizing special fittings (Kee Klamp Fittings). Typically the galvanized
finish is preferred. We can primer and
finish paint a color of your choice. The
Kee Klamp fittings are great for the DoIt-Yourself project as exact dimensions
and welding are not needed.
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